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Until nowadays, the relationship between financial development and economic growth
is still ambiguous. The previous theoretical and empirical investigations revolve
around four possibilities: (i) Financial development and economic growth are not
causally related, (ii) Financial activity is considered as the result of economic activity,
(iii) Financial development is a determinant of economic growth, (iv) Financial
development may – at least occasionally and in the short run – turn out to be an hold-
up. The main objective of this paper is to contribute to economic literature on links
between financial development and economic growth regarding to previous works’
limitations. This analysis was done on the database 110 developed and developing
countries. We use a non stationary heterogeneous data, as used in econometric and
following co-integration tests developed by Pedroni (1999, 2004) and the Pooled
Mean Group indicator developed by Pesaran, Shin and Smith (1999). The empirical
result shows the instability of positive relationship between proxy measures for
financial development and economic growth. This positive relationship depends on the
nature of the indicator and our sample (developed countries and developing countries).
Concerning the causal relationship question, econometric analysis results indicate that
there is: a bi-directional causality between financial development and economic
growth
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INTRODUCTION
There have been numerous studies on the role of financial
development on economic growth. The results of these studies
are a mixed bag. The various theoretical works and the
empirical investigations crossed articulate around four
possibilities about the relation finance-growth

1. Financial development and economic growth are not
causally related. The correlation observed between
them is a simple historical relation: the economies are
developed, and thus made their financial sectors, but
both followed their own logic. (Meier et Seers, 1984;
Lucas, 1988; Mayer, 1987; Stiglitz, 1985).

2. The second possibility, the financial activity is
considered as the result of economic activity.
Financial development follows economic
development. Economic activities require more and
more capital (liquid and fixed). Institutions share
funds for the industry. These funds are substituted for
fortunes in various business development and profit
retained for economic expansion. (Robinson, 1952;
Friedman and Schwartz, 1963).

3. As for the third orientation, it considers that, the
financial development is a determining cause of the
economic growth, and to clarify this hypothesis, we
must distinguish between the factors necessary and
sufficient for economic growth. This distinction leads

to another logical distinction between two separate
formulations of the third orientation that can be found
in recent economic literature:

4. (3.1) Financial development is a precondition for
economic growth. For reasons theoretical and
historical facts, inefficient financial systems are a
primary impediment to economic growth.

5. (3.2) Financial development actively promotes
economic growth: if there is no major impediment of
economic development, sophisticated financial
systems can support high rates and sustained
economic growth.

Finally, in the fourth direction, financial development may be
beneficial, at least in the short-run, and then becomes a liability
in the long-run economic growth, because of financial
instability that causes a crisis. This view is advocated by many
economists in extending the theory of Keynes (1936), such as
Diamond and Dybvig (1983), Krugman (1995) and Singh
(1997).

Moreover, the financial system may be appropriate in a social,
institutional and economic obstacle in another environment. In
other words, there are various structures, which can complicate
the identification of direction of causality between financial
development and economic growth. In addition, some critics
could be issued on the validity of the indicators used in low
financial development. As a result of these ambiguity indicators
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of financial development, causality analysis continues to be a
problem not defined in this work. Typically, it detects only the
empirical correlation with no indication on the cause and
consequence. Subsequently, the direction of causality has not
been a consensus in economic literature (Odhiambo, 2009 and
Adusei, 2013). To test this causality, a necessary condition
must be present: the reliability of indicators. The direction of
causality between financial development and economic
development has always been a matter of great controversy.
Robinson (1952)1 and Friedman and Schwartz (1963) suggest
that causality should be growth to financial development,
through the demand for the currency. Then, Patrick (1966)
reconciled two-way of causality between finance and growth.
The author explained this idea by the fact that one must
distinguish between: (i) exogenous financial development,
initiated by offering ' supply Leading ', where the causality of
financial development on growth and (ii) development financial
endogenous, demand-driven 'demand followings', implying
causality from growth to finance. As Patrick (1966),
Greenwood and Jovanovic (1990) show, using an endogenous
growth model, the existence of a two-way causality between
financial development and growth. Lawrence (2006) and Zang
and Kim (2007) showed that economic growth precedes
financial development, using the causality tests Sims-Geweke
applied on a large data sample, prepared by Levine et al.,
(2000).

The above theoretical discussion of competing views, this study
aims to analyze empirically the effects of financial
development on growth in the long-run, to test the direction of
causality. This study uses recent developments in the
econometric analysis of non-stationary variables Co-integration
and causality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a literature review of empirical studies and the
criticisms of this works. Section 3discribes the proxy measures
of financial development, real sector, and economic growth,
presents also the econometric methods. Section 4 analyzes the
empirical results. Final section concludes with a summary.

Literature Review

The correlation between financial development and economic
growth is under constant examination by economists and
policymakers alike. In particular, there continues to be
considerable debate over the causal link between the two. The
literature on this subject is, naturally, closely linked to that on
“endogeneity” in economic growth.

The first work on the relationship finance and growth, led by R.
Goldsmith (1969) motivated his breaking study of finance and
growth as follows: One of the most important problems in the
field of finance, if not the single most important one,.. is the
effect that financial structure and development have on
economic growth. (p. 390)2

Therefore, Goldsmith seeks to assess whether financial
development has a causal influence on the growth and if the
markets and intermediaries operating in an economy influence
economic growth. On the basis of data from 35 countries
between 1860 and 1963, Goldsmith shows, the ratio of
financial intermediary assets divided by gross national product

1 Where enterprise leads finance flow.
2 According to Levine (2004).

(GDP) have a positive influence on economic performance. He
found that the size of the financial intermediary sector is
directly correlated with the quality of financial functions
provided by the financial system.

Goldsmith was able to provide confident answers to this
problem. Having proven that financial intermediary size
relative to the economy raises size as countries develop,
Goldsmith graphically showed the positive correlation between
financial development and the economic activity level.

This study was particularly remarkable for its time by the
amount of data that Goldsmith had collected and analyzed, but
this work has several weaknesses:

1. The investigation involves limited observations (only 35
countries).

2. His analysis does not systematically control for other
factors influencing economic growth.

3. His work was focused on global production and neglects the
other growth indicators3.

4. The size of financial intermediaries may not accurately
measure the functioning of financial system.

5. The draft Goldsmith shows the existence of a correlation.
However, Golssmith made no attempt to establish whether
there was a causal link going from financial development to
economic growth.

6. The study did not assert which are the structures of financial
systems which favor most the growth (based on financial
markets or on banking financial intermediaries).

Development during the thirty years after the original empirical
research Goldsmith, Statistical Information and econometric
tools, helped complete the study of Goldsmith. The finance-
growth link was detailed benefit, particularly with the work of
King and Levine (1993)4 who solved the most problems in the
original study (Goldsmith, 1969), taking into account the lack
valid proxy measures of the global financial development. The
authors examined several possibilities: the best savings
mobilization, effective risk diversification, the development of
investment projects are all functions performed by the financial
system, which may explain this positive influence on economic
growth. Indeed, the authors, a sample of 80 countries between
1960 and 1989, have included other factors affecting the
growth of long-period (control variables). They examined the
canals of capital accumulation and productivity growth, built
additional proxy measures for financial development level and
tested the impact of financial development on long-run
economic growth, capital stock and productivity growth.

In terms of financial development measures, King and Levine
have introduced some proxy measures for the financial
intermediation, which provides a more accurate picture of the
financial system relative to that of Goldsmith. Three aspects of
financial activity are apprehended in their work. The first proxy
is the ratio Depth5, which is generally interpreted as a measure
of financial deepening in the economy; it is equal to the liquid
assets ratio of the financial system to GDP. The second proxy
is the indicator Bank6, which is a measure of relative degree to

3 Productivity and capital accumulation: see King and Levine (1993).
4 King and Levine (1993 a, b, c).
5 Depth = Liquid Liabilities / GDP, with Liquid Liabilities: levels of liquidity in the
financial sector as measured by {0,5[(F(t)/P-e(t))+(F(t-1)/P-e(t-1))}/[PIB(t)/P-a(t)], where
F: Liquid Liabilities or money + quasi money.
6 Bank = DBA (t)/DBA (t) +CBA (t), avec DBA = bank deposits and CBA= deposits with
the central bank.
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which the commercial banks and central bank affect the credit.
It is the ratio of bank credit is granted by commercial banks on
the amount of the borrower and the credit given by the central
bank. This variable measures the degree to which commercial
banks distribute the savings of the company, which is
considered as an additional measure of financial development.
It therefore allows assessing the level of system availability of
bank credit allocation. The criticism of this measure is that
banks can achieve the five financial functions, unlike central
banks. Nevertheless, there are two notable weaknesses with this
measure: (i) banks are not the only financial intermediaries
providing valuable financial functions and (ii) they can simply
lend to the government or public enterprises. The third measure
is the Privy7 indicator, which is the ratio of private credit to
GDP. This measure takes account only of credits granted by
financial institutions to the private sector. It excludes loans
from the central bank, so this variable explains the weight of
financial institutions in the financial system to allocate credit to
private. A major limitation of this indicator is that financial
systems affect more credit to private firms are busy searching
firms, exerting corporate control, providing risk management
services, mobilizing savings and facilitating transactions.
Financial systems while offering credit to the Government and
the State concerned with result of all these functions, these
measures are not directly proxy for the five economic functions
of the financial system that explain the positive influence of
financial development on economic growth.

King and Levine report indicates a strong positive and
significant at 5% between each of the financial development
indicators and the three indicators of growth. In particular, the
variable Depth (financial deepening) explains up to 20% of the
difference in GDP per capita between the worst and best
quartile of the best of the worst quartile.

King and Levine (1993) tested whether the value of financial
depth (Depth) in 1960, provides the economic growth rate and
its sources over the next 30 years. The dependent variables are,
respectively, the growth rate of per capita real GDP, the capital
accumulation and the productivity growth reduced averaged
over the period 1960 to 1989. The financial indicator in each of
these regressions is Depth, in 1960. The results obtained
suggest that the initial level of financial depth provides a good
forecast for future rates of three indicators of economic growth
in the next 30 years, even after the introduction of control
variables such as income, education, Measures of monetary
policy, trade and fiscal policy. The relationship between the
initial level of financial development and growth has remained
economically significant. For instance, the estimated
coefficients suggest that if, in 1960, Bolivia had increased its
financial depth of 10% of GDP on average for developing
countries in 1960 (23%), and Bolivia would have increased
about 0.4% faster per year, so that by 1990, real GDP per capita
was approximately 13% larger than it was. This example does
not consider what actually causes the change in financial
development. It simply illustrates the potential effects of
changes in financial development on economic growth in the
long - run. Thus, economies that were more developed

7 Privy : lending to private enterprises to GDP measured by: {0,5[(F(t)/P-e(t))+F(t-1)/(P-e
(t-1))}/[PIB(t)/P-a(t)], with F: Vote financial intermediaries and other financial institutions
to the private sector. P-e : Consumer price index at end of period and P-a : average annual
consumer price indices.

financially in the early period of 1960, have experienced, on
average grow faster than others.

While highlighting, the deficiencies in the early works of
Goldsmith, cross-country growth regressions do not
eliminate them. King and Levine (1993) have improved
measures of financial development and showed that these
indicators are positively and significantly correlated with
economic growth and its sources. They focused, on only one
segment of the financial system, banks and their indicators do
not directly measure the degree to which financial systems
affect the information costs and transaction costs. Note,
however, that if the correlation is properly admitted, the causal
direction remains disputed between, on one hand, financial
development exogenous (driven by the supply of financial
services), on the other hand, the endogenous financial
development (demand-driven financial services). In addition,
Arestis and Demetriades (1997) have pointed out some
weaknesses of the statistical basis of their results. They also
stressed that the growth of countries in the sample has been
frequently unstable and therefore, the results could be
somewhat robust to changes in the reporting period.

There are good reasons to study the relationship between the
economic growth of long-run and the functioning of stock
markets. First, the theoretical discussion does not state that
grants the largest and most liquid exert a positive or negative
influence on economic growth and its sources. Secondly, some
theories focus on the roles of competition from banks and
markets to finance companies. Others submit to a constraint
that banks and markets can arise, coexist and prosper by
providing various financial functions in the economy. Other
theories still emphasize complementarities between banks and
markets. Competing theories have shown that the independent
roles of markets and banks stimulate more economic growth.
Although, King and Levine (1993) have shown the importance
of the correlation between the size of the financial system and
economic growth, their empirical results do not resolve
completely the question of the causality. It is simply, because
the forecasts on the economic development can cause the
current development of financial markets. Financial
development may well be a leading indicator rather than a
fundamental cause.

To assess whether the link financial development and growth is
accompanied by a simultaneity bias (bias and convergence
problems), researchers have used instrumental variables to
solve this problem. These variables explain cross in financial
development, but are not correlated with economic growth
beyond their link with financial development and other
determinants of growth. Levine (1998 and 1999) and Levine et
al. (2000) have used proxy measures of La Porta, Lopez-de-
Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998; henceforth LLSV) legal
origin of a country as instrumental variables. These measures
of LLSV legal origin British legal system derived from French,
German, Scandinavian or forming importantly approaches
national laws of the creditors and the efficiency with which
these laws are imposed. Since finance is based on contracts,
legal origins that produce laws protecting investors' rights and
imposing such duties, improve the economic efficiency of the
financial system8. Indeed, LLSV (1998), Levine (1998 and

8 To identify why the legal tradition influence the operation of the financial system, see this
issue, Beck et al. (2003b and 2004).
9 See Levine (2004).
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1999) and Levine et al. (2000) show that the content of the
legal system (British, French, German, or Scandinavian) rules
and their application conditions, influence not only, the degree
of protection granted to the investors but also the level of
financial development. As most countries have built their legal
systems, through employment and settlement. The legal origin
variables can therefore be treated as exogenous variables.

Levine et al. (2000) have extended the King and Levine
(1993a,b) proxy measures for financial intermediary
development. They have added a new proxy measure of overall
financial development Private Credit, which is the value of
loans granted by financial intermediaries to the private sector
divided by GDP. This measure excludes credit granted to
governments, government agencies and public enterprises.
Furthermore, it excludes credits issued by central banks. Unlike
measures of bank credit to Levine and Zervos, this indicator9

shows significant variation, across the country. For instance,
private credit is less than 10% of GDP in Zaire, Sierra Leone,
Ghana, Haiti and Syria, while it is over 85% of GDP in
Switzerland, Japan, United States, Sweden and Holland.

The results of Levine et al., (2000) indicate a strong link
between the exogenous component of financial intermediary
development and the economic growth long run, based on
various measures of financial development. In addition, a
necessary condition for eliminating the problem of
orthogonality is: that the instruments of legal origin are
strongly correlated with financial intermediary’s indicators10 to
ensure that instruments are appropriate. These results show a
strong link between financial development and growth, which
is not due to bias. The estimated coefficients can be interpreted
as an effect of the exogenous component of financial
development on growth. Levine et al., (2000) concluded that
the instrumental variables also show an economically large
impact of financial development on growth.

Although Levine et al., (2000) consider that financial
development stimulates growth of equilibrium states; Aghion et
al., (2005) cast doubt on the strength of this relationship
empirically from a model technological change. This model
shows that for countries with significant levels of financial
development, financial activities directly influence the rate of
convergence. Therefore, financial development exerts a
positive effect, but the influence decreases the levels of
equilibrium states of real output per capita. They find empirical
support for the predictions of his model. Explain their empirical
results: (i) there is convergence or not and (ii) determine the
rate of convergence (if convergence). The end results of
Aghion et al., (2005) believe that financial development does
not directly affect the equilibrium growth.

A large number of studies analyze the effect of the financial
system on growth, econometric analysis in conducting their
cross-sectional. Econometrics is thus based on averages, which
assumes homogeneous behavior over time of different
variables. However, the databases for the study of long-run
growth have an individual dimension and time. Cross-sectional
analysis use only the individual dimension, which is the reason
that economist study the determinants of long-run economic

10 The null hypothesis: the variables of legal origin indicators do not explain the financial
intermediaries, is rejected at 0.01.

growth. They have sought to optimize methods of estimation,
to take the two-dimensionality of the data.

Levine et al., (2000) have used the regressions in panel data
and a Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) estimator that
improves the work in cross-section. The authors examined the
relationship between financial development and economic
growth, while Beck et al., (2000) studied the link between
financial development and the sources of growth (productivity
growth, the physical capital accumulation and savings). They
examined a set of financial development indicators and also
have used a set of control variables. According to their results,
we can notice that the estimated coefficients are economically
significant and they are similar to those found when using two
procedures: Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and GMM, so that
the positive relationship between economic growth and Private
Credit does not drive through simultaneous effects on specific
countries or by the use of lagged dependent variables in growth
regressions in cross-section. While Beck et al., (2000) showed
that the relationship between financial development and capital
accumulation is not robust according to alternative features.
Instead, they have shown a link with economic growth and
productivity growth, which is more robust. In contrast, Levine
et al., (2000) examined linear models, recent research suggests
that the impact of financial development on capital
accumulation, productivity growth and overall growth of GDP,
may depend on more importantly other factors. For the same
econometric methods and data, Rioja and Valev (2004a) found
that financial development boosts growth in rich countries,
primarily by accelerating productivity. However, financial
development promotes growth in developing countries, mainly
by accelerating the accumulation of capital. In addition, Rioja
and Valev (2004b) found that the impact may be nonlinear.
They concluded that a country with very low levels of financial
development accelerates growth slightly by a marginal increase
in financial development, while the impact is more important
for rich countries and means for middle-income countries.
However, we must know what are the consequences of non-
linearity. In addition, Rousseau and Wachtel (2002) show that
the positive impact of financial development on growth
diminishes inflation rates higher.

Beck and Levine (2004) used averaged over five-year periods
analyze the determinants of long-run growth. To do this, they
used the estimator of the system, to reduce the magnitude of
potential biases associated with the difference estimator and
they expanded the study period to 1998. The results show that
the ratios of stock market development and banking are good
indicators of growth rate in the long-run, as indicated by the
coefficient estimates for both OLS and GMM. The procedure
for panel data goes through the standard specification tests,
which increase the confidence of the assumptions underlying
the econometric methodology. What was not indicated here is
that, the capitalization of the stock market is not closely
associated with the growth. Thus, this is not the registration
itself that is important for growth, but rather is the ability of
agents to exchange ownership claims on the production
technology of an economy that is decisive for economic
growth.

It is noteworthy that there are additional econometric problems
by studying the stock markets, banks and economic growth.
When incorporating the equity markets, the number of
countries and years decreases, which leads to an overestimation
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of the data and potentially misleading inferences. It is within
this context that, Beck and Levine (2004) describe and employ
variants of the dynamic panel estimator to reduce the
probability of overestimation and the problem of bias in their
results.

A set of empirical studies examines the finance-growth link,
using a variety of time-series techniques. These studies
frequently use the Granger causality test and procedures of the
Vector Autoregressive (VAR) to examine the nature the
finance-growth relationship (Arestis and Demetriades, 1997).
Research has progressed by using better measures of financial
development, using more powerful econometric techniques and
examining different countries in much greater depth.

Some initial studies of time series emphasize the importance of
measuring financial development, suggesting that studies using
more precise proxy measures for financial development tend to
find positive impact of financial development. Jung (1986) and
Demetriades and Hussein (1996) have used proxy measures for
financial development on growth, such as the ratio of money to
GDP. They found causality in both directions, particularly, for
developing economies. However, Neusser and Kugler (1998)
use measures of the added value supplied by the financial
system, instead of the simple measures of the size of the
financial system. They find that financial development boosts
growth. In addition, Rousseau and Wachtel (1998) construct a
time series for five countries during the period 1980-1990,
using proxy measures for financial development, taking into
account the assets of both banks and non-banks. They conclude
that the dominant direction of causality runs from financial
development to economic growth.

In addition, Arestis et al., (2001) significantly improve the
study time series on the finance-growth report, using measures
of stock market and bank development. They find additional
support to the idea that financial development stimulates
growth, but they raise some thoughts on how this link. They
take advantage of quarterly data and apply time series methods
to five developed economies. These authors show that the
banking sector and stock market development explain growth,
but the effect of banking sector development is substantially
larger than that of market development activities. However, the
sample size is very limited and it is unclear whether the use of
quarterly data and a simple error correction model and vector
entirely of high-frequency factors can influence the economic
growth long-run.

Xu (2000) used a VAR in his study, to test the causality for a
sample of 41 countries between 1960 and 1993. It takes a
variety, which allows the identification of long-run cumulative
effects of financial development on growth, taking into account
the dynamic interactions among variables. These tests indicate
that financial development is important for long-run growth.
More recently, Christopoulos and Tsionas (2004) note that
many time series studies give uncertain results due to short
periods. They are, thus, the techniques of unit root and Co-
integration analysis to examine the relationship between
financial development and economic growth of ten countries in
the developing countries. This is to bring causal inferences in a
context of panel data which increases the sample size. Unlike
Demetriades and Hussein (1996), Christopoulos and Tsionas
(2004) found that the long-run causality runs from financial

development to growth and there is no evidence of causality in
the opposite direction.

Bekaert et al., (2001 and 2005) examined the effects of open
equity markets to foreign participation11. The statistical
innovation in their work, is the use of the method "over-
Lapping data", while several studies using time series of annual
observations and even quarterly data, to maximize their
information analysis. Bekaert et al., (2005), have average
periods of five years to focus on growth, rather than reports of
higher frequency. They used this method to avoid the loss of
information inherent in the use of data not available.
Specifically, an observation includes data reduced to an
average of 1990-1995 and the following period includes data
reduced to an average of 1991-1996. Nevertheless, the authors
do not formally address the simultaneity bias estimated
coefficients. Similarly, Levine and Zervos (1998a) and Bekaert
et al., (2001 and 2005) concluded that the financial
liberalization stimulates the economic growth, improving the
allocation of resources and the investment rate.

Critical review of the empirical research

The diversity of financial systems attached to a mutation of the
national systems under the effects of deregulation and financial
innovation. It is also complex since it does not leave
apprehend, by any indicator summarizing the essential features.
"The extent of financial intermediation is a problem of
interpretation related to the variable nature and its ability to
capture the financial activity of a given economy." (Trabelsi,
2003, p.94). We must look more deeply, which makes the
consistency of these basic models and their resulting difference.
We can illustrate, however, the differences between these
models by a few indicators which show that the sizes of the
banking sector are very different12.

In 1991, for example, total assets represent 62% of Gross
National Product (GNP) in the United States, against 145% in
Germany and 167% in Japan. However, Germany still shares
ownership of companies concentrating. Participants will reach
a majority 65% of the total stock of shares, against only 5% in
Japan and the United States. The influence of banks in Japan
does not pass through the control of the property.

In addition, proxy measures for financial development in
studies of their impact on economic performance have different
powers. Benhabib and Spiegel (2001) examine the relationship
between all indicators of financial development and economic
growth, investment and total factor productivity growth. These
two economists using a panel data estimator, not the system
described above by Levine et al., (2000). This estimator takes
into account the endogeneity of all the regressions and the
routine use of lagged dependent variables. They concluded that
indicators of financial development correlate with the growth
of total factor productivity and human and physical capital
accumulation. Their work raises, however, an important
limitation. Different indicators of financial development are
associated with different components of growth (total factor
productivity, human and physical capital accumulation). The
main results obtained taking into account that the main

11 For further analysis on the growth effects of international financial liberalization, see
Henry (2000 and 2003), Levine and Zervos (1998b), Edison et al. (2002) and Klein and
Olivei (2001).
12 These indicators are drawn from Aglietta (1995), p.43.
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limitation is the difficulty of measuring financial development
and to link the empirical constructs with theoretical concepts.
Furthermore, the previous studies have used indicators that
sometimes do not reflect the development of financial systems.
For instance, in some studies, financial development means an
increase in the stock of financial assets, whatever their degree
of liquidity and is measured using monetary aggregates. Many
studies use the ratio M2/PIB as an indicator of financial
development. Although, the evolution of this ratio more
accurately reflects the financial system's ability to provide
liquidity, its ability to finance productive investment. Instead,
at a low level M2/PIB report may be associated with a
significant financial sector development. Consequently, the
choice of appropriate monetary aggregate creates a first serious
problem because of the instability, the diversity of institutional
change and the difficulties of definition for international
comparability.Moreover, as Lynch (1996, p.6) has noted,
monetary aggregates may be highly misleading, since they may
indicate the monetization rather than financial development.
For example, (M2/GDP) to the People's Republic of China is
around 98%, while Australia only 61%. The idea that China's
financial system was more developed than Australia does not
convince some economists. If we now look carefully indicators
of domestic credit, which are probably closer to the theoretical
literature that monetary ratio. They ask the same conceptual
difficulties, since the credit boom before the banking crisis and
the relationship between these proxy measures for financial
intermediation and growth is negative in years of banking
crises.

In fact, domestic credit to the private sector (as% of GDP) rises
rapidly before the crisis, and then it falls strictly, once the crisis
is triggered. He recovered partially, the decline in subsequent
years. On the other hand, GDP per capita fall in previous years
the banking crisis, he reached the bottom at the beginning of
the crisis and later, he recovered gradually. Moreover,
Kaminsky et al., (1998) showed that the credit aggregates are
swollen important causes of financial instability. The
correlation between proxy measures for financial development
and economic growth is negative for the period analyzed. The
question that arises is whether the negative relationship in the
short-run can be explained by the occurrence of systemic
banking crises. Loayza and Ranciere (2002) show that long-run
positive relationship between financial intermediation and
growth coexists with a negative relationship in the short-run.
This contradictory effect of financial depth on economic
activity, may explain the apparent contradiction between the
literature of crises and the literature of endogenous growth.

Loayza and Ranciere (2002) extend this line of empirical
research by distinguishing between long-run and short-run.
They note that increased short-run credit in the bank may
actually signal the beginning of financial crises and stagnation.
They must submit to a constraint, it is, therefore, crucial to
consider simultaneously short and long-run development
finance. For instance, finance spurs economic growth for many
countries. This link does not in Latin America, which was
subject to a severe banking crisis and repeated. Using a panel,
Loayza and Ranciere (2002) estimated a model that tests the
effects of long and short-run. Using the Levine et al., (2000)
measure of financial development (Private Credit), they find a

positive long-run relationship between financial development
and growth, but in the short-run, it is generally negative13.

By studying the effect of financial development on economic
growth in Turkey during the period 1968-2005, Halicioglu
(2007) found a positive long-run. However, in the short-run,
there is no causality. This result is in disagreement with those
found by Acaravci et al., (2007), for the same country. These
authors found that in the long-run, there is no relationship
between financial development and economic growth, so that in
the short-run, the first variable has a positive impact on the
second.

Empirical Validation

Econometrically, we use the unit root test for panel data (Im,
Pesaran and Shin, 1997 and 2003; henceforth IPS) and panel
Co-integration tests (Pedroni, 1997, 1999 and 2004), taking
into account the coefficients heterogeneity and dynamics across
countries, allowing us to determine the structure of long-run
finance-growth report while avoiding the problems of Co-
integration time series (the loss of significance due to the
sample size). The co integrating vectors are estimated by
Dynamic Ordinary Least Squares DOLS, indicates that
efficient estimators of long-run relationship, discusses the
endogeneity of regressors and considered integration and co
integration properties of the data.

Definitions of variables

Our choice of variables follows closely the widely accepted
proxy measures for financial development and economic
development. We decided to keep a simple specification and
standard to allow international comparisons of results.

To measure the key variable of financial development, three
indicators are used, i.e., Depth, which represents the volume of
financial intermediaries. This variable is considered typical
indicator of the financial system overall importance in the
economy as a whole, without distinguishing between different
bank and nonbank financial intermediation. It reflects the
economy's liquidity. In other words, Depth is the liquid
liabilities ratio of the central bank and commercial banks.
Despite this, the increase of this variable does not explain some
improvement in bank deposits, but it reflects a greater use of
currency14 (notes and coins). Private is private credit to the
total credit distributed. It measures the importance of the
financial system as a whole in the allocation of credits to the
private sector. Finally, the Bank is the ratio of bank credit
granted by commercial banks in the amount of the borrower
and the credit granted by the central bank. This variable
measures the degree to which commercial banks distribute the
society saving. Moreover, it is regarded as an additional
measure of financial development. It therefore allows
measuring the availability level of the banking system to
allocate credit.

From the examination of a broad review of the theoretical and
empirical literature aimed to study the impact of financial
development on economic growth, we have learned a number
of control variables. These include mainly the initial level of
GDP per capita (Yi,t-θ), the investment ratio (INVE), inflation
(INF), trade openness (OPEN), human capital (CH ) and

13 To distinguish the more short-run and long-run financial
development, see Fisman and Love (2004).
14 On this theme, we can also see Demetriades and Hussein (1996).
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government consumption (GOV). These variables are defined
as follows:

 INVE, investment is a key variable in economic
growth and should have a positive effect. It is defined
as the logarithm of the ratio [Gross Fixed Capital
Formation (GFCF) + Change in stock] GDP. This
variable presents both the private and public
investment.

 INF, inflation, its integration as the explanatory
variable of the growth is understandable by the
concept of the financial repression. Indeed, a high
inflation generally characterized economies, where
financial repression is high and generates negative real
interest rates, thereby reducing the weight of the
national debt. However, high inflation discriminates
against long-run investment and has a detrimental
effect on growth. The expected sign for this variable is
negative.

 OUV, like Berthélemy and Varoudakis (1998), we use
the logarithm of the coefficient of trade openness that
we calculate by the ratio (export + import) of goods
and services / GDP. However, this indicator is not
optimal, since in addition to economic policy
guidelines, it reflects the influence of natural
differences, such as the size and location of each
country.

 CH, human capital may be defined as the set of skills,
knowledge and skills acquired by individuals, through
their education, training and experience. The empirical
literature analyzing the sources of economic growth
argues that human capital is an internal force
contributing to the growth process. This variable is
measured by the average years of schooling.

 GOV is equal to government final consumption,
including current expenditure on procurement of
goods and services, to detect the impact of the
macroeconomic policies quality on growth.

 The Appendix gives detailed variable definitions and
sources. The data cover the regressions according to
the maximum of one hundred ten and at least ten
countries, depending on the availability of statistical
variables. The sample includes both developing and
developed countries. All data are annual and span the
years 1973-2012.

Model specification

Following Apergis et al., (2007), the model used to analyze the
Co-integration and causality between financial development
and economic growth using the linear regression equation is
given below:

it oi 1i it 2i it ity a a F a X u= + + + (1)

Where, yi,t is the GDP per capita, Fi,t is the indicator of
financial development, Xi,t is a set of control variables and εi,t

is the error term.

Econometric Methodology

Before examining the hypothesis of interest and test the Co-
integration and causality, we must determine whether each
series

taken individually is stationary. Among the data, if one or more
variables are no stationary, there may cause problems in the
inference15. Accordingly, it is useful to test our variables to
determine their robustness to that effect. However, stationary
tests usually used for time series are not optimized for panel
data, because of their low power in small samples. Indeed, it
may be advantageous to consider the additional information
contained in the categories of the panel, at a unit root test.

Panel Unit Root Test

Panel unit root test is one of the most popular tests in economic
community because of its higher power rather than unit root
tests for individual time series. We use the panel unit root tests
to identify the order of integration of each variable. In this
study, we use the IPS test (2003), the superiority of this test is
that it applies to heterogeneous panel data. The IPS test
assumes that there are individual unit root processes across the
cross-sections. The test have null hypothesis of unit root,
whereas the alternative hypothesis of some cross sections do
not contain a unit root. Their method is to apply ADF
stationary tests separately for each country, for the following
model:
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It is clear that the hypothesis which states that all components
have a unit root against the alternative is that all components
not have a unit root is a restrictive hypothesis. The authors
propose to base their conclusions regarding the Stationary
Panel on the IPS t-bar statistic, which represents the average of
the N individual ADF t-statistics.

The t-bar statistic is given by:
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Where: E (tT) and V (tT) represent, respectively, the mean and
variance of tT

16. Under the null hypothesis of unit root, the t-
bar statistic asymptotically standard normal distribution for N
and T tending to infinity, with N / T tends to k, where k is a
constant.

Dynamic Heterogeneity

The heterogeneity of countries in these data is a primary
concern, according to Hsiao (1986 and 1996). With panel data,
we control, as and when the time changes in the heterogeneity
of the group. In particular, the effects on the finance-growth
relationship should be expected to change over time, across
countries. In the statistical framework of this study, we test the

15 See Stock et al., (2003) on this.
16 IPS (2003) have calculated the moments of tiT for different values of T

(2)

For all countries.

For at least one country.

(3)

(4)
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heterogeneity and then we control it with appropriate
technology that can solve this problem.

The dynamic heterogeneity, that is to say, the change in the
interception of countries and over time, through a cross section
of the appropriate variables can be examined using the standard
Chow test. This test for the presence of fixed effects reject the
hypothesis Ho of homogeneity of individuals (no individual
specific effects), which allowed us to accept the alternative
heterogeneity hypothesis. In this case, we include individual
effects in the model. The heterogeneity parameter indicates if
the results reject the null hypothesis or not. If rejected, the
result affirms no heterogeneity across countries and time.
White's test for group heterogeneity is also used for controlling
the error variance heterogeneity across groups.

Panel Co-integration test:

Panel co integration test is mainly used to confirm whether
there exists a long-run equilibrium relationship between two or
more variables. From the statistical perspective, the long-run
equilibrium relationship defines the variables move together
over time. If the series contain a panel unit root, then we use
panel co integration test technique. Indeed, panel co integration
test can be used in various ways; here we apply the most
popular panel co integration test developed by Pedroni (1999,
2004) to determine whether a relationship exists between
financial development and economic growth.

Pedroni (1999, 2004) proposed two types of co integration
tests: panel tests and group tests. First, the panel tests based on
the within dimension method (i.e. panel co integration statistics
test) which includes four statistics, namely, panel v-statistic,
panel rho-statistic, panel PP-statistic and panel ADF-statistic.
Second, the group tests based on the between dimension
method (i.e. group mean panel co integration statistics test)
which includes three statistics, namely, group rho-statistic,
group PP-statistic and group ADF-statistic. These seven
statistics are asymptotically distributed as standard normal and
the detailed description of panel co integration test statistics
can be found in Pedroni (1999, 2004).

To estimate the long-run co integrating vector between
financial development and economic growth, we employ the
panel DOLS method proposed by Kao and Chiang (2000) that
consists of lags and leads of the independent variables. The
DOLS estimation is given by the following equation:
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where i = 1,……N for each country in the panel, t = 1,……T
denotes the time period, p1 represents the maximum lag length,
p2 represents the maximum lead length and εit denotes the
Gaussian vector error terms process.

Causality

Our final step will address the causal relationship between the
variables of financial development and economic growth. We
estimate the causality by using the pooled mean group (PMG)
estimator of Pesaran et al., (1999). This estimator allows
distinguishing between the dynamics of short-run and the long-
run, reflects the heterogeneity of countries and addresses the
issues of endogeneity and heterogeneity in a dynamic

specification. For this reason, we proposed an error correction
model (ECM) of the form:
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Where yt is the dependent variable, xt is a vector of the long-
run powerful variables, β1and β2 are the long-run multipliers
and φi and θi dynamic coefficients represent short-run.
Exchanging yt and xt as dependent and independent variables in
the regression above, we can assess which variable is the
powerful, under the null hypothesis of 'no long-run
relationship' (Η0 : β1 = 0 and β 2 = 0) and the alternative the
existence (HA : β1 ≠ 0 or β2 ≠ 0).

Emprical Results

The order of presentation of results is as follows: First, we
determine the heterogeneity, using the Chow and Wihte test.
Second, we examine the stationary of the relevant series using
panel unit root tests IPS. Third, we seek to determine whether
there is a long-run relationship between the variables of
financial development and economic growth, Co-integration
tests of Pedroni. Fourth, we test the validity of the finance-
growth relationship, using the DOLS estimator. Finally, we
determine the causal direction, using the PMG estimator.
The results of Chow and Wihte tests are presented in Table 1.
The empirical results indicate that the finance-growth
relationship reveals a significant inter individual heterogeneous
for all samples considered.

The results of the IPS panel unit root test for each of the
variable are shown in table 2. We perform each test for the
level and first difference of financial development (Depth,
Bank and Private); all control variables (INVE, INF, OUV,
GOV and CH) and economic growth variables. For all
variables, the null hypothesis of unit roots cannot be rejected in
their level. However, when applying each variable at first
difference of the panel unit root test, all tests reject the null
hypothesis at the 1% level of significance. Moreover, we find
similar results for tow group countries: Developing Country
and Developed Country. Thus, we conclude that two variables
are non-stationary and integrated of order one process, i.e. I
(1).

The stationary test alone cannot see if the variables are related
to long-run equilibrium and if the correlation between them is
not a false correlation. To find out, it is necessary to perform
the Co-integration test.

The Co-integration results are summarized in Table 3 below.
The first four tests are based on Pedroni aggregating data
from dimension 'Within', that is to say, which includes auto-
regression coefficients for the different countries of the panel,
when testing the existence of a unit root in the residuals of the
equation. The results indicate the absence of a co integrating
relationship in this case.

(6)

Table 1 Dynamic heterogeneity test

ADF(3) AR(3) TEST WHITE

Growth-Depth 13,58* 27,91* 59,04*

Growth -Bank 11,31* 24,82* 57,17*

Growth -Private 14,09* 29,93* 61,77*

significant at 1%. Level
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The last three tests are for data aggregated by size 'Between',
that is to say, we consider the average of the autoregressive
coefficients of each panel member to complete the unit root test
on the residuals of relationship level. The rejection of the null
indicates the existence of a long-run relationship (or Co-
integration) between financial development and economic
growth. All statistics presented in Table 3 are in a standardized
and obey the standard normal. As discussed in Section (Panel
Co-integration test), it is necessary to reject the null hypothesis
that the value of the panel v statistic is strongly positive and
that of all other statistics is strongly negative.

The statistics suggest that the null hypothesis of no Co-
integration can be rejected at 1% for the three groups of
countries (developed, developing and for all countries) and the
indicator that measures the level of availability of the banking
system in the allocation of the credit. Moreover, we note
statistics significantly larger panel Co-integration in the group
of developing countries, confirming that a proposed correlation
more visible and stronger between bank credit and growth
exists in the first and / or steps Average economic
development. For the indicator of financial depth Depth, the
seven statistics panel results in rejection of the null hypothesis
of no Co-integration for the total sample and developed
countries at the 1% significance.

By cons, for developing countries, four of the seven statistics
lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis of Co-integration.
However, statistics from the Private variable don't exclude the
null hypothesis of no Co-integration. That said, we will
estimate the cointegrating relationships for the first two
indicators of financial development (Bank and Depth).

The next step is to estimate the equation (1). Table 4 presents
the results of parameter estimates by DOLS the co integrating
relationship. All control variables have the expected signs, but
what matters in this specification are the financial development
variables. Both estimated coefficients of financial indicators
(Depth and Bank) are positive and statistically significant in all
groups of countries.

Growth is co integrated with both financial development
variables Depth and Bank, it would be appropriate to examine
the link associated with multivariate causality.

Considering that (1) is the co integrating equation and
associated equations of the Autoregressive Distributed Lag
(ARDL)17 model are also described by:

tiutiyiatiXiatiXiatiXiatiFiatiFiatiFiaiaity ,11,71,61,5,41,31,2,1  (7)
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The yield equation error correction is:

tiutiXitiFitiXitiFiitiyity ,3,2,1),2,10,(   (9)

And
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/
2,

/
1),2,10,(   (10)

17 See Pesaran et al. (2001) for details on the ARDL method.

Table 4 Estimation results by DOLS
Total sample Developing Country Developed Country

Variables Depth Bank Depth Bank Depth Bank
Finance (F) 0,0238* (3,64) 0,135* (7,22) 0,033* (3,75) 0,027 * (3,91) 0,072* (4,67) 0,017* (3,94)

INVE 0,139* (21,36) 0,127* (23,56) 0,272* (3,98) 0,245* (8,67) 0,194* (15,06) 0,195* (12,83)
INF -0,385* (16,71) -0,366* (5,89) -0,236* (13,69) -0,222* (4,97) -0,394* (18,67) -0,317* (7,39)

OUV 0,059* (4,27) 0,057 * (5,18) 0,094* (3,32) 0,079* (4,80) 0,095* (3,81) 0,068* (4,19)
CH 0,049* (3,96) 0,047* (4,96) 0,096* (3,64) 0,111* (3,59) 0,057* (4,15) 0,067* (4,55)*

GOV -0,065* (-6,95) -0,088* (-8,99)* -0,0796* (-4,53) -0,096** (-2,89) 0,145* (4,27) 0,136* (5,64)
*significant at 1%. Level, **significant at 5%. Level

Table 2 Panel Unit Root Tests results

Total sample Developing Country Developed Country
Variables level 1stDifferences level 1stDifferences level 1stDifferences

GDP per capita (y) -2,34 -4,63* -2,39 -4,53* -2,55 -4,69*
Depth -1,87 -4,52* -1,52 -4,81* -1,81 -5,94*
Private -1,75 -4,65* -1,62 -4,59* -1,85 -4,93*
Bank -1,83 -4,62* -2,14 -5,13* -2,05 -4,62*
INVE -1,16 -4,74* -1,39 -4,50* -1,76 -4,85*
INF -1,60 -4,25 -1,27 -4,77 -1,83 -4,71

OUV -1,56 -4,41* -1,83 -4,31* -2,26 -4,35*
CH -2,15 -4,47* -1,92 -4,26* -1,19 -3,97*

GOV -2,21 -4,76* -2,69 -4,82* -2,33 -5,12*
*significant at 1%. Level

Table 3 Pedroni’s Heterogeneous Panel Co-integration Test Results
Total sample Developing Country Developed Country

Statistics Depth Private Bank Depth Private Bank Depth Private Bank
Panel v Statistic 5,350* -5,115* 5,504* 1,037 -10,553* 10,554* 10,471* -3,506* 4,233*
Panel ρ PP Statistic -5,544* -4,743* -4,630* -1,117 -13,585* -13,783* -13,666* -3,274* -3,761*
Panel t PP Statistic -4,795* -4,394* -4,443* -2,992* -25,146* -34,385* -27,505* -2,836* -3,379*
Panel t ADF Statistic -3,211* -3,731* -3,480* -2,953* -25,179* -34,237* -26,601* -2,357* -2,885*
Group ρ PP Statistic -7,235* -6,579* -7,234* 0,921 -17,568* -17,573* -17,210* -3,786* -3,799*
Group t PP Statistic -6,262* -5,623* -6,425* -3,929* -35,294* -33,533* -33,399* -3,726* -3,630*
Group ADF Statistic -4,604* -5,747* -6,843* -3,606* -35,374* -32,983* -33,688* -3,624* -3,455*
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The results of the equation error correction model are reported
in the following table (Table 5):

Three important results come from this table: First, the
assumption of non-causality is strongly rejected in all groups of
countries. Second, the error correction coefficients are negative
and statistically significant; indicating that financial
development causes growth and growth causes financial
development, that is to say, the causal relationship between
financial development and Growth is bidirectional. This result
conforms to the Apergis et al. (2007) and Sunde (2012). Third,
the results do not change when we introduce two indicators of
financial development.

CONCLUSIONS
Although it is generally accepted that financial development
stimulates economic growth, some critics could be issued
primarily on measures of financial development. Most authors
only analyze an approach that from the outputs without any
theoretical justification and regardless of the inputs approach.
Therefore, any statement about causality is to a large extent
inconclusive and riveted to specific periods and specific
countries. To confirm or refute this result, we used a more
robust econometric point of view; in particular, we used the
latest techniques for estimating unit roots and Co-integration in
panel data, to detect the causal between finance and growth.

The assessment in this study shows the existence of a long-run
relationship between at least two indicators of financial
development and economic growth. This relationship depends
on the subgroups studied (developed or developing). We have
also shown that there is bidirectional causality between finance
and growth, both at the level of the overall sample that for
different groups of countries for both measures that have a co
integrating relationship.

The econometric analysis does not answer all the questions
raised by the theme of the interrelations between the
development of the real and financial, but provides a good
basis for reflection. To continue this work, two lanes will be
followed:

a) It would be interesting to find a more complete
decomposition, where you should find the schematic
of the OECD member countries (plus a few 'Asian
Tigers'), the newly industrializing countries and least
developed countries ( LDCs) that are actually in a real
financial distress and levels of development extremely
low.

b) We must look more deeply on the proxy measures for
financial development.
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